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An Impossible Peace: The Aesthetic Disruptiveness of Climate Change 
 
“It is a pity that there are so few such places left in the Appalachian forests, and that even these are now 
in peril. We should never forget what a good woods really looks like.”1 
 

Paul Haught (Christian Brothers University) 
 

This essay explores how the concept of anthropogenic climate change affects aesthetic 

appreciation of place. By aesthetic appreciation, I am referring broadly to the many modes of interacting 

with environments—across the spectrum from the natural to the built—that induce aesthetic feelings 

and judgments. Aesthetic appreciation of place may entail feelings of aesthetic satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction, experiences that are personal and subjective (i.e., matters of taste); it may also involve 

more sophisticated consensus-seeking judgments in which the objective characteristics of a place or its 

features are conscientiously involved in ascriptions of aesthetic value.  By defining aesthetic 

appreciation so liberally, my goal in this essay is not to endorse a particular theory or model of aesthetic 

appreciation. Rather, I am interested in aesthetic appreciation descriptively as an activity that evaluators 

take part in with or without special training. In stating this, however, I am not dismissing the increasingly 

vast literature in environmental aesthetics. In fact, I am especially interested in environmental 

aesthetics for two reasons. The first has to do with the effort to differentiate aesthetic values carried by 

human artifacts and those that are carried by the non-anthropogenic features of places. Of course, one 

of the many disruptive characteristics of the climate change concept is that it complicates the distinction 

between the artifactual and the non-anthropogenic. The effects of climate change are as ubiquitous (or 

will be) as any anthropogenic phenomenon. As blurred as the distinction may be, environmental 

aesthetics is nevertheless justified in recognizing that aesthetic values are carried by those features of 

places, including the biological, topographical, ecological and other physical features of place for which 

anthropogenic factors are not significantly or too deeply involved. Thus when I mention environmental 

aesthetic values I will be referring to these features.  
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The second reason for engaging with the environmental aesthetic literature has to do with the 

role of concepts in aesthetic appreciation, and specifically with respect to environments. One of the key 

debates in environmental aesthetics concerns the significance of scientific knowledge for environmental 

aesthetic appreciation. Because the concept of anthropogenic climate change (hereafter just CC) is 

derived from scientific theories, hypotheses, and evidence, it will be important to show how the 

importation of that concept into aesthetic appreciation is a legitimate move for aesthetic evaluators to 

make. 

With these considerations in mind, the argument of the paper is as follows: evaluator awareness 

of anthropogenic climate change (hereafter just CC) affects aesthetic appreciation of place in at least 

three general ways: 

1. Awareness of CC is awareness that all terrestrial places (for all intents and purposes) are 

already affected by anthropogenic impacts. 

2. Awareness of CC is awareness that all terrestrial places (for all intents and purposes) are 

subject to uncertain but foreseeable threats of loss to environmental aesthetic value. 

3. Following (1) and (2), awareness of CC poses a special challenge for environmental 

aesthetics wedded to a sense of naturalness, including positive aesthetics, which is the view 

that nature is essentially aesthetically good.2 

In making these assertions, I want to clarify that I am not claiming that CC precludes evaluators from 

having aesthetically rich encounters with place, even in a warmer and ecologically disrupted world. As 

uncertain as the effects of CC will be on particular places, places will continue to carry environmental 

aesthetic values.  The issue, rather, is what significance the CC concept has for aesthetic appreciation of 

the environmental aesthetic values attached to particular places. Because the CC concept includes 

descriptions and predictions of mild to extreme disruptions to the features of places, loss of aesthetic 

value is part of the concept. This implication has moral salience as well: loss of aesthetic value is relevant 
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to the moral assessment of climate change, particularly since it is meaningful to attribute responsibility 

for CC to collective human agency. For many, CC has a tragic profile, one difficult to disentangle from 

our aesthetic engagement with the world. Emily Brady, for example, describes CC has having elements 

of both the sublime and tragic with respect to environmental aesthetics.3  Although it is not always 

possible, relevant, or warranted to acknowledge moral beliefs in aesthetic appreciation of place, the 

moral weightiness of CC leads to a fourth general assertion for this essay: 

4. For places defined by their tendency or significance for carrying particular environmental 

aesthetic values, the CC concept is especially disruptive to aesthetic appreciation. 

This statement leaves the door open to the discovery of other aesthetic values in such places that are 

not closely linked to personal sentiment or moral and political beliefs, but it is necessary to assert 

insofar as many environmental aesthetic values are implicated in both the natural and cultural histories 

and identities of particular places. 

 

The Place Concept and Environmental Aesthetics 

In approaching this topic in terms of place, I am seeking a term that signifies both where and 

with what aesthetic appreciation with environments may occur. Although ecological science and natural 

history play significant roles in most accounts of environmental aesthetics, I want to suggest that place is 

preferable over ecosystem as a term denoting the possibility of aesthetic engagement. While there are 

technical and non-technical senses of the term ecosystem, the breadth of connotations of place make it 

the more suitable term. I can experience the prairie aesthetically as place, but can I experience the 

prairie aesthetically as ecosystem? Perhaps, but I want to avoid claiming that such a scientifically 

informed perspective is necessary for aesthetic appreciation even while I am claiming that such a 

perspective is likely to affect an evaluator’s taste and judgment. In environmental aesthetics, many 

authors describe how scientific knowledge may enhance or otherwise contribute to aesthetic 
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appreciation. Holmes Rolston, for instance, describes the impact of knowledge of the carbon cycle and 

awareness of “deep time” on an evaluator’s appreciation of forests.4 But Rolston also recognizes many 

other ways evaluators come to appreciate forests without the aid of scientific theory and with the aid of 

religious symbols or altered by one’s bodily needs for safety or nourishment.5 To restrict aesthetic 

appreciation with scientific knowledge as a requirement fails to recognize the myriad ways senses can 

be activated to engage with place aesthetically.  

In writing about place I am also seeking a broader term than natural environment. In his own 

effort to define the context for environmental aesthetics, Allen Carlson settles on this term (in his case, 

over landscape) because “it makes it explicit that it is an environment under consideration.”6 For this 

type of environment to be appreciated aesthetically, it has to do more than reside in the background of 

our experiences. Rather, its aesthetically valuable features have to become prominent in some way. 

Thus for Carlson,  

[Aesthetic appreciation] involves recognizing that nature is an environment and thus a 
setting within which we exist and that we normally experience with our complete range 
of senses as our unobtrusive background. But for our experience to be aesthetic, this 
unobtrusive background must be experienced as obtrusive foreground. The result is the 
experience of a “blooming, buzzing confusion,” which in order to be appreciated must 
be tempered by the common sense and scientific knowledge that we have discovered 
about the natural environment so experienced.7 
 

Carlson’s background/foreground distinction I submit also applies to aesthetic appreciation of place. The 

difference is that natural environment may too narrowly delimit the kinds of environments in which 

aesthetic appreciation of the natural features of place is possible and appropriate. Natural environments 

are indeed places.8 They are places that support particular aesthetic values and unique occasions for 

appreciating them. Natural environments are also places where the prominent features for aesthetic 

appreciation are not artifactual or obviously anthropogenic, and it has made sense in much of human 

history to think that such places exist and could be appreciated aesthetically. But natural environments 

are not the only environments for which environmental aesthetics is possible or appropriate, and place 
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is the term that does more work for accommodating the significance of our awareness of the dynamics 

of the more-than-human features of the places with which we engage as dwelling or transient 

occupants.   

Place is also important for environmental aesthetics because it entails that environmental 

aesthetic appreciation always occurs in a context situated somewhere between the natural and cultural.  

As Edward Casey observes in his rich and rewarding reflection on place, “[p]lace is what takes place 

between body and landscape…. Place as we experience it is not altogether natural. If it were, it could 

not play the animating, decisive role it plays in our collective lives. Place, already cultural as experienced, 

insinuates itself into a collectivity, altering as well as constituting that collectivity. Place becomes social 

because it is already cultural.”9 In another sense, it may also be important to think of place as always 

defined in terms of a relation mode of care. Places are nameable, and when places are encountered as 

places (and not obscured by nostalgia or modern dis-location from place),10 they excite our interest and 

concern. Indeed, our concern for place may become even stronger in a climate-stressed world as 

“commitment to place” gains definition as a virtue of localization efforts.11 

Because each place possesses the potential to become the focus of one’s interest and concern, 

as a place, it is important not to dismiss too swiftly the contributions of non-aesthetic beliefs on 

aesthetic appreciation. Whereas we may be disinterested at times in formal aesthetic appreciation, 

places always in some sense command our interest. Understandably, this makes environmental 

aesthetics complicated. It means that I am not urging at present a purification of aesthetic judgment 

from incursions of taste, morality, politics, or even sentiment. My view is not unique, however. In an 

essay defending the value of scientific knowledge for environmental aesthetics, Marcia Eaton concludes: 

“The task for all of us is to develop ways of using the delight that human beings take in flights of 

imagination, connect it to solid cognitive understanding of what makes for sustainable environments, 

and thus produce the kind of attitudes and preferences that will generate the kind of care we hope 
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for.”12 Eaton’s statement implies there is relevant overlap between moral attitudes and environmental 

aesthetics. On my view, to the extent that place is defined in large part in terms of a relationship of care, 

the aesthetics of place invite some degree of integration of moral and political aspects of that care into 

aesthetic appreciation.  

One final general comment about place. Although mountains may be grand and valleys 

peaceful, the environmental circumstances of places are dynamic and in flux—even without the impacts 

of CC. Places have a temporal profile to them, and they exhibit many characteristics over time. Aesthetic 

appreciation of place can and often does involve awareness of this temporal profile, as when we are 

aware of the cultural events and natural histories native to particular places. Many places bear names 

from these events just as they do for their aesthetic characteristics. In certain cases, it may be useful to 

identify types of places for their anticipated aesthetic, scientific, and cultural values. Some places, I have 

already stated, are natural environments. Others are wild places. Still others are built places, places 

occupied by human communities, agricultural places, or places radically determined by technological 

factors (e.g., heavily polluted areas, military proving grounds, lands irradiated with nuclear waste, etc.). 

Places, of course, are even more diverse than this; we can imagine engaging aesthetically with places as 

large as galaxies or as small as intracellular environments. Keeping that in mind, I am nonetheless 

focused on those places for which the CC concept is most disruptive to aesthetic appreciation. These are 

the places within which we work and dwell and the terrestrial places with which we may interact as 

embodied beings.  

 

The Climate Change Concept 

[Note: this section has been summarized to ensure the paper fits within the submission guidelines for 

this conference]. 
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CC is now forecast to have irreversible significant short and long term impacts on the structure, 

qualities, and even existence of all but the most remote terrestrial places.13 CC in this regard is the most 

prominent phenomenon associated with anthropogenic alteration of terrestrial ecological processes.14 It 

locks in the sense that we’re in a major environmental crisis for the long haul. As I claimed in statement 

3 earlier, the CC concept, moreover, may be throwing the naturalness of natural environments in doubt. 

The particular question I’m chasing in this essay asks what the significance is for aesthetic appreciation 

of place when aesthetic evaluators possess the CC concept. By “possess” I have in mind here something 

like Carlson’s common sense/scientifically informed understanding as a condition for environmental 

aesthetic appreciation. With such a common sense aim in mind, here is concise rendering of what the 

concept is likely to entail:15 

● CC is a predicted measureable increase in average global temperatures resulting from a critical 

accumulation of greenhouse effect producing gases (especially CO2). 

● CC is anthropogenic 

● CC is mild to massively disruptive to built places and ecosystems in the near term and long term 

(many scientists estimate impacts lasting a millenium or more). 

● CC puts selection pressures on species not adapted to warmer average temperatures or 

ancillary climatic and ecological disruptions. 

● CC has predictable overt (land loss) and uncertain but anticipated covert (microbiological) 

effects. 

● CC is irreversible even if carbon pollution ceased today.  

 Although environmental aesthetic evaluators are likely to vary in their particular beliefs about CC, I 

think the reasonable standard for confidence that an evaluator is knowledgeable about CC is that her or 

his knowledge tracks loosely with the way CC is summarized in scientific consensus statements available 

to the general public and is consistent with the claims asserted above.  
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The CC Concept and Environmental Aesthetic Appreciation 

If it is at all meaningful to suggest that the CC concept is disruptive to the aesthetic values 

carried by places, it is because it is relevant to the practice of aesthetic appreciation. That is, it would 

have to factor as a concept that influences personal taste and informs judgments about the presence of 

aesthetic values in particular places. Yet much of what is meant by CC applies to events that will only 

occur at some indefinite future point. Thus, to grasp CC conceptually is to imagine its disruptiveness to 

places as well. With concepts and imagination already having an uneasy relationship in aesthetics, what 

has to give, if anything, in an aesthetics of place that seeks to take CC seriously? In a relevant essay, 

Ronald Moore offers a constructive overview of what’s at stake in bringing concepts into what he calls 

natural aesthetic evaluation. Moore’s discussion starts with a consideration of the aesthetic 

appreciation of facsimiles of natural objects, such as the glass flowers in Harvard University’s Ware 

Collection of Glass Models of Plants. The issue for Moore is not about the failure of an aesthetic viewer 

to differentiate an authentically natural flower from its glass facsimile. The issue, rather, concerns the 

role of understanding (e.g., whether x is a natural specimen or x is replica) in shaping aesthetic 

judgment. For Moore, standpoints on this issue in environmental aesthetics fall into two camps: 

conceptualism and non-conceptualism. On the one hand, Moore suggests that natural aesthetic 

conceptualists draw support from the idea that works of art often find their significance from falling 

under certain categorial schemes. As he explains, “Thus, the this-and-here item is made intelligible as an 

example of a given sort. It is by invoking the concept ‘sonata’ that a certain form of musical composition 

can be heard for what it is, as making sense and being good, bad, or indifferent, as having features that 

are standard for works of its type and allow us to become aware of the Gestalt it shares with other 

relevantly similar works.”16 When conceptualism is applied to natural objects, the effect is similar. For 

the conceptualist, Moore explains, natural history and natural science become the primary means for 

providing criteria for natural aesthetic evaluation as the sources of “the true and objective account of 
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nature and its contents.”17 By contrast, non-conceptualists contend that aesthetic experience of nature 

is a result of precognitive engagement with natural objects, “a liberation of reflection from prior 

conceptual frameworks, so that imagination can gain ascendance over thought.”18  As Moore 

acknowledges, both standpoints have much going for them relative to a theory of aesthetic experience 

of nature. The conceptualist is able to capture the intuition that understanding—especially scientific 

knowledge—makes a difference in our aesthetic sensitivity to such phenomena as geological features, 

sexual dimorphism, rarity, or behavior. Scientific understanding can even help an aesthetic evaluator 

overcome visceral repugnance at the features of natural objects, such as a decaying carcass or a violent 

act of predation. Conversely, non-conceptualists are able to preserve the value of our immediate 

encounters with natural objects. The springtime beauty of the restored Shiloh battlefield is its own 

aesthetic experience, one that risks diminishment if one contemplates it as the site of an American Civil 

War bloodbath or as the culmination of recent budgetary priorities within the U.S. National Park Service.  

Yet Moore also points out that as theories of aesthetic experience of nature, both standpoints are 

limited. Conceptualism leaves aesthetic evaluation too far removed from many features of natural 

objects that evoke aesthetic experience in the first place, such as their particularity, or uniqueness in 

standing out against visual or auditory backgrounds. As Moore suggests, “By being indelibly committed 

to the cognitive, the categorical, and the regular, science [for the conceptualist] provides no means of 

illuminating those aspects of our reflection on natural objects that is non-cognitive, particular, or 

anomalous.”19 Non-conceptualism, however, invites its own risks of removal from nature. Citing Carlson, 

Moore notes that too much imaginative free play means that nature becomes mysterious, aloof, and 

alien. For Moore, “It is a short step from declaring natural beauty ineffable to declaring it 

unintelligible.”20 

Moore’s own “syncretic” approach attempts to save what nearly everyone in the environmental 

aesthetic literature agrees upon, which is that aesthetic experience cannot be wholly surrendered either 
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to the free play of the imagination or to the abstractness of concepts. It also offers a helpful way to think 

about the implications of the CC concept for environmental aesthetic appreciation. To limit the vices of 

conceptualism, Moore urges against over-ascribing scientific understanding to aesthetic evaluators: “the 

perspective of science is not the perspective most people bring to the experience of nature, and it is 

rarely the source of the delight we experience when we enjoy natural beauty.”21 Evaluators can 

appreciate environments aesthetically even without the aid of sophisticated concepts. That said, Moore 

also notes that imagination has to be guided by “intelligent awareness.” Writing about the experience of 

observing a bald eagle flying over an urban environment, Moore explains, “My awareness of background 

information about the eagle is not like the information about genre and type needed to locate a work of 

art in its niche and assess it, but more like information about the paint and canvas, or marble, or metal 

in the tuba, that are instrumental to the artistic production, yet not cognitive requisites for its 

appreciation.”22 In other words, even if one lacks scientific understanding of the bald eagle’s life cycle or 

rarity, Moore wants to ensure the potential aesthetic merit of the experience. 

 Moore’s syncretic approach is most liberal about aesthetic appreciation when he asserts that 

“we have to regard the object as situated in a constellation of properties, some aesthetic, some 

scientific, some political and so on. And some of these properties attach to concepts and others don’t. 

So the best we can do in responding to them is to use those parts of our intelligent awareness that suits 

each.”23 One part of our intelligent awareness for Moore is the knowledge that humanity has 

contributed to the alteration of the meaning of “natural.” As he explains, 

we should admit that, in our modern world, most of what we want to call “natural” is 
already, to some degree, human-made. We have carved out the areas we want to leave 
“unspoiled,” and we have reserved other areas for limited access with the idea that 
those who see them will get a sense of what nature is really like. Sunsets often look the 
way they do because of pollution we create. When a great glacier calves, and tons of ice 
plummet into the sea, part of the job was done by gravity and part by the heat we have 
been injecting into the atmosphere…. But there is no truly unspoiled world. And there is 
a natural world right there in the place they left. Clouds come everywhere, as do bugs 
and weeds.24 
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Noteworthy in this passage is how Moore, in a casual way, is employing the CC concept in aesthetic 

appreciation of nature. Moore’s injunction here is to set aside concerns about nature’s naturalness in 

order to take in events just as we encounter them. My own effort to shift the discussion of 

environmental aesthetics to aesthetics of place is sympathetic with this advice. However, if the 

constellation of properties of natural objects includes political, scientific, and aesthetic ones, then is it 

also reasonable to expect those properties to play a role in aesthetic appreciation? The calving glacier 

may be both aesthetically awesome and morally disquieting, but can I appreciate the glacier 

aesthetically without the mixture? The toxic sunset may grab my attention, but it may also move me to 

worry about the shallowness of my breath. Moore seems to be saying it is both beautiful and ominous; 

perhaps we simply use our intelligent awareness to record the distinctness of these evaluations.  

 If this reading is correct, one clue comes from his favorable citation of Eaton’s passage from 

earlier in which she explains the task of aesthetics is to produce attitudes and preferences that will 

generate desirable kinds of care. In that section, Moore also notes, Eaton describes the holism of 

aesthetic experience, stating “we rarely experience something purely aesthetically or purely ethically or 

purely religiously or purely scientifically.”25 Moore takes this to mean that art appreciation can prepare 

evaluators for aesthetic appreciation of nature, but Eaton’s comments clearly have broader implications, 

including those for how the CC concept affects aesthetic appreciation of place.  

One way to clarify these implications is to develop Moore’s notion of “intelligent awareness” as 

a criterion for discernment of how the "constellation of properties" involved in environmental aesthetics 

is operative in aesthetic appreciation. Interestingly, one of Moore's non-conceptualists, Emily Brady, 

argues for something just like this in appropriating virtue language to restrict the flightiness of 

imagination in environmental aesthetics. Brady is clearly a non-conceptualist in that she insists 

perception and imagination outweigh any role for scientific understanding in environmental aesthetic 

appreciation.26 Furthermore, Brady treats sentiments and moral beliefs as irrelevant as well. To 
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discourage their incursions into appreciation, Brady advises evaluators to “imagine well" to become 

practiced at disinterested aesthetic engagement that is fundamentally non-practical and non-

instrumental.27 Yet here is where intelligent awareness and imagining well overlap. Much of what's 

involved in imagining well is sorting out the relevant acts of imagination from those that too closely 

involve evaluator sentiments. Sentimental associations are removed; perceived aesthetic values stay in. 

What about the imagined effects of CC? It's hard to see how they aren't relevant to imagining well. 

According to Brady, for instance, Leopold's imaginative "thinking like a mountain" makes the cut as an 

act of imagining well.28 Of course, one of the distinctive features of Leopold's depiction is the attention 

he gives to time as it is experienced by the mountain. Indeed it is only through this leap of imagination 

that he can give adequate expression to the significance of the ecological changes the mountain 

experiences.29 Likewise, CC is very much an imagined phenomenon insofar as its effects are both 

predicted and uncertain. Although I tend to think that it is difficult if not impossible for all but the most 

seasoned evaluators to purge perception and imagination of sentiments associated with CC (one reason 

Brady links it with the sublime perhaps),30 Brady's imagining well should be able to assist an evaluator in 

imagining how the aesthetic values present in this or that place today will be altered by a climate 

disrupted world. With intelligent awareness, imaging well can be guided to adhere closely to those 

imagined effects as implied by the CC concept. At the very least, for Brady, the CC concept should induce 

acts of imagination characterized by uncertain but imminent disruptiveness in contemplating, reflecting 

upon, and engaging with place, especially as one becomes intelligently aware of the role of imagination 

and other beliefs in those aesthetic activities. As I see it, with both “intelligent awareness” and 

“imagining well,” appreciation becomes more careful, deliberate, and thorough. The evaluator is 

directed toward the production of an account of the experiences that induced the judgment, one that in 

its entirety may acknowledge particular contributions of moral, aesthetic and other beliefs along with 

the contributions of the imagination.31 
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[endnote on positive aesthetics]32 

In Closing: Appreciating the Aesthetics of Place-types in the Era of Anthropogenic Climate Change 

The emphasis on place in environmental ethics arguably frustrates the desire to make aesthetic 

appreciation a matter of formal disinterestedness because places are encountered in a relationship of 

care, implying interest. Nonetheless, with intelligent awareness and imagining well, an aesthetics of 

place in the era of CC can be achieved that retains key features of environmental aesthetics as 

envisioned by both conceptualists and non-conceptualists. Only a sketch is possible in the remaining 

space for this draft, but in closing, here are some suggested possibilities for how the concept will affect 

aesthetics with respect to different types of places in the CC era. One reason for differentiating place by 

type is to call attention to the diversity of ways of engaging aesthetically with places, some of which are 

intentional or anticipated by an existing place-type designation. For some such places, the CC concept is 

strongly implicated in an awareness of vulnerability to loss of aesthetic value. A second reason is that for 

some place types, the anticipated effects of CC might not involve loss of environmental aesthetic value 

at all. A third reason is that we can expect aesthetic appreciation to evolve as sensitivities adjust to the 

features of place in a warming and warmer world.33 

1. Places valued for their uniqueness in support of wilderness values, e.g., some national parks, 
designated wilderness areas, etc. 

Debate over aesthetic appreciation in such places in the era of CC is likely to resemble the debate in 

the ecological restoration literature on historical fidelity. Historical fidelity refers to the aim of restoring 

a place to the set of qualities it possessed at a particular time or period of its existence. The CC concept 

arguably undermines the feasibility of historical fidelity as a goal of restoration since we cannot expect 

CC-disrupted places to be able to support the qualities belonging to their histories. Places designated for 

their tendency to carry aesthetic values related to the presence of wilderness face an analogous 

situation.34  
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2. Places valued as refuges from culture, sacred spaces, sanctuaries, places that support peace and 
harmony with the land. 

If the cherished features of places stem from their evident removal from other features of cultural 

life, then it is difficult think how these are not disrupted by the CC concept. At the very least the CC 

concept stains such places with uncertainty. Quiet places and places designated for refuge, 

contemplation, prayer, or awe will continue to exist, but perhaps the CC concept alters the efficacy of 

these and related activities because of its disruptive aesthetic effects on the imagination. 

3. Places that support ecologically significant values, e.g., biodiversity, endemism, etc. 

To the extent that these values are attached to particular organisms and ecosystems, they are 

arguably disrupted by the CC concept. Places that support species with high endemism, for instance, 

would seem to be especially vulnerable to new disturbance regimes. The CC concept magnifies the 

threat to loss of value carried by these places. Yet the CC concept might also induce wonder and 

curiosity about the future diversity of places. The wildness of a warmed world may be of our own 

making, but it still a kind of wildness. Maybe we will be disturbed, concerned, or even unmoved by the 

characteristics of the species that adapt to the new conditions of places in a warmed world, but perhaps 

we will also have occasion to marvel at life’s inventiveness in the face of anthropogenic climate 

dynamism. 

4. Places that already support disturbance regimes, e.g., neotropical reefs, alluvial flood plains, 
typhoon zones, volcanoes, etc. 

Many places are currently characterized by their subjection to patterns of disruption. The 

uncertainty CC poses for aesthetic appreciation of their qualities stems from predictions that episodes of 

disruption will become more frequent, more powerful, or less predictable. By falling out of historical 

pattern, systems will lack the resilience to withstand floods, storms, tides, and fire. CC also poses unique 

threats to ocean systems as waters become increasingly acidic, further weakening their resilience. Their 
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demise with all the values they carry seems imminent in many cases. What will be left in their place is 

difficult to imagine. Awareness of imminent loss of aesthetic value seems inextricable from aesthetic 

appreciation of many such places. 

5. Home places, e.g., farms, towns, neighborhoods, cities. 

The aesthetics of built environments are already diverse and challenging, where aesthetic 

appreciation is rife with the influence of instrumentality (of our technologies), political life, cultural 

imagination, not to mention the intentional aesthetic features of design. Such places, of course, support 

aesthetic appreciation of their non-designed qualities as well including appreciation of features of the 

more-than-human world. What the CC concept may do is draw more attention to the presence and 

dynamism of such features. It may also draw attention to the ways in which the built environment is 

designed (intentionally or unwittingly) to enhance the presence of those features.  

6. “Trammeled” places; places that overtly carry signs of anthropogenic impact, e.g., landfills, 
brownfields, firing ranges, abandoned commercial zones, etc.  

Anyone who has enjoyed David Maisel’s aerial photography of damaged landscapes is aware that 

aesthetic delight can be encountered in even the most built, disrupted and polluted environments.35 

Perhaps artists like Maisel will prepare evaluators to appreciate the aesthetics of places that have lost 

the aesthetic characteristics of their natural histories. Maisel’s imagery, though formalistic, is made 

possible by achieving significant distance from his subject matter. The relative safety of distance may 

obscure disvalues apparent to evaluators on the ground. If CC means that more and more places will 

become as inhospitable as the polluted lakes and fields in some of Maisel’s photographs, perhaps that 

will make it more difficult to disentangle political and moral beliefs from aesthetic appreciation of such 

places.  
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     31 An excellent example of imagining well in the context of CC and place is found in Barbara Kingsolver’s Flight Behavior, a novel in which 
Kingsolver imagines the aesthetic, moral, and social disruptions to place that accompany the climate change influenced dislocation of a massive 
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